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privacy, foreclosure of self-determination, lost of autonomy,

and others.

While some of these issues are related to information leak,

and consequently involve broader governance and systematic

to minimize the collection and analyze of data by third-parties,

some of privacy threats ramifications are related to new big

data technologies that are able to extract valuable information

from large volumes[2]. In fact, the continuous ratio growth

of data volume, velocity, variety and veracity in the big data

scenario is its main challenged and distributed computing are

one of the strategy to overcome these technical constraints [3].

The modern technology used to mining semantic enriched

data and the computational power provided by nowadays

distributed and cloud computing to process huge data sets are

permitting fast investigation/correlation of relevant information

(decreasing time to discovery private personal facts) and high

significance level of inferred information (minimizing the ratio

of false positives). Big data storage and analytics technology

made it possible to store data produced from web and social

interaction, machine logs, sensing, transactions and Internet of

Things[4], not limiting in some selective relevant information

only. The services provided by modern applications in portable

devices that are context-sensitive, social and location-based

depend on this data to deliver smart feature and customize

users’ experience, behaving accordingly to the individual’s

context and situation. However, the indiscriminate storage of

personal digital data has led to a practice of life logging [5]

which has the potential to be intentionally exploited to extract

private personal information that was not initially intended by

individuals who use these services.

Furthermore, big data technology is increasing the complex-

ity in privacy policy implementation, since it differs from the

traditional privacy management where private information was

meaningful for the individual who owns it, and it could be

classified as sensitive or not, such as race, health status records

and salary. Big data technology can infer information from raw

data that are not clear for those who produce it, for instance,

work place location or risk of loan eligibility.

Besides that, algorithms to prepare data, reduce sensor

noises, remove outliers, compress data, integrate heteroge-

Abstract—Data collection, storage and manipulation have be-
come more critical due to the growth of magnitude of their misuse
or mismanagement impact in business and political scenarios
nowadays. While research has pushed technology to deliver more
powerful information discovery algorithms, and responsive on-
demanding storage and processing capacity through data analysis
and distributed cloud infrastructure, concerns about privacy have
globally raised several discussions involving different sectors of
the society. In particular, individual rights are highly impacted
by privacy issues due to nowadays geographic distribution of
sensitive information and its discovery.

In this work, we present a model for privacy awareness during
the data analytics process in a context of scalable computing using
the cloud. Our approach addresses privacy issues both in data
analytics process and in the infrastructure resource allocation
according to privacy regulation in Service Level Agreements
(SLA). The proposed model for Privacy-Aware Information
Discovery (PAID-M) provides privacy awareness by executing
data analytics algorithms encapsulated with privacy preserving
techniques. The model also presents how it intends to address
the privacy issue in the cloud deployment process by considering
differences in privacy regulations and jurisdictions.

I. INTRODUCTION

The pace on which information has modeled the world

where we live has amazingly increased. Indeed, technology

has changed the way organizations and people produce and

treat data, making possible to produce and share information

unprecedentedly faster. Furthermore, Data Science has allowed

us to consume information quicker and more efficiently by

aggregating and selecting relevant information from large

amount of data using data mining techniques. This myriad of

aspects of data, and its production, analysis and dissemination

techniques have also led to the change of how individual’s

privacy has been compromised.

A recent report of the Execute Office of the President

(USA)[1] about big data and privacy highlighted several

problems about personal privacy, the society is facing now or

in a near future: intrusion upon seclusion, public disclosure

of private facts, disclosure of inferred private facts (some-

time false positives), defamation using inferred private facts,

invasion of unencrypted private communication, invasion in

personal virtual space, stalking and violation of locational
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neous data are continuously proposed, leveraging the quality

of data stored. In the field of semantic trajectory analysis,

for instance, algorithms for outlier removal, kernel smoothing,

and compression prepare spatiotemporal data (GPS points) for

posterior processing[6]. Other techniques for normalization,

integration and filtering may be applied to prepare data for

analytics algorithms as well. Furthermore, the best practices

for publishing and connecting structured data on the Web,

called Linked Data[7], are changing the way data is stored,

retrieved, and integrated by using semantic web technology

and adding contextual information to them. This allows data

analytics algorithm to take into account several aspects of

context on which these data were produced, leveraging the

level of significance of information extracted from personal

data of individuals[8]. Recent cases in Facebook perceiving

individuals’ moods have disclosure the level of detail currently

achieved by big data technology in social networks using

history of annotated digital traces [9][10]. This threat to

personal privacy become more complex when added to the

fact that distributed infrastructure, such as the cloud, is used

to achieve this analytics results.

Cloud Computing has a particular role in this scenario

specially because its distributed infrastructure bring complex

privacy issues [11], [12]. Hashem et al. [4] describe several

security and privacy concerns in the cloud that needs to be

accounted according to the recent privacy regulations, such

as encryption, privacy-safe query, data protection architecture,

social network sensitive information publishing, and statistical

privacy attack. However, it is in privacy jurisdictions that most

regulation decision have focused, pushing personal privacy

relevance to a critical level, similar to what was formerly found

in business multi-tenant requirements for the cloud [13].

The same characteristics that are required by multi-tenant

environments, such as privacy governance and accountabil-

ity, compliance to regulations, jurisdictional clearance, and

service-level agreements also apply to software and services

that storage and process personal data of individuals. There-

fore, jurisdiction remains a problem to be solved in cloud

computing. Restrictions for cross-border data flow for storage

or processing may applied in order to guarantee that per-

sonal privacy conditions are respected despite of the service

provider’s location, as currently states in the Russian Statute

on Roskomnadzor (Russian Federal Service for Supervision of

Communications, Information Technology, and Mass Media)

and in the European Data Protection Regulation, for instance.

Nonetheless, cloud’s technology competitiveness relies

heavily on its delivery and deployment models [11] that allow

cost reduction and efficient resource allocation due to the cloud

elasticity across multiple IaaS providers. How cloud’s server

vendors can provide such elasticity and still be compliant to

multi-jurisdiction privacy regulations?

In this context, three aspects of privacy must be addressed to

propose a privacy-safe environment for personal information

discovery: i) policies that take into account the direct or in-

direct relation between raw data and information semantically

relevant; ii) privacy-aware programming platform that provides

composable and extensible data mining modules; iii) privacy

sensitive distributed platform that provide elastic storage and

processing capacity.

For this propose, we introduce in this work a Privacy-Aware

Information Discovery Model (PAID-M) to deploy a reliable,

scalable and privacy sensitive data mining system. The main

contributions of our work are:

• A privacy policy management that is able to preserve

data that can be used to infer sensitive information from

being published. By applying privacy policy based on

taxonomies, this approach uses semantic reasoning to find

direct and indirect relations between privacy policy data.

• Privacy encapsulation of traditional data mining algo-

rithms by modularizing them while verifying their inputs

and outputs. We define solution for reuse traditional data

mining algorithms by supplying a preparation phase and

a post-processing phase to verify privacy. Furthermore,

a concept of data mining module allows combining an

array of data mining algorithms, providing a solution to

build information discovery requests.

• Scalable processing and storage using the cloud and inter-

acting with MOSt, a Multisite Orchestration System[14],

in order to provide privacy sensitive cloud elasticity.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section

2 describe the privacy-aware information discovery model,

describing step by step the rational used to address the privacy

problem in the two levels of the solution (programming and

infrastructure abstractions). In Section 3, the global archi-

tecture of the solution is explained, each components and

the technology that is expected to be implemented. Finally,

conclusions and next steps of the work are presented.

II. PAID-M - PRIVACY-AWARE INFORMATION DISCOVERY

MODEL

[15] classifies technology required for Data Analytic in

two categories: Programming Abstraction and Infrastructure

Abstraction. The Programming Abstraction aggregates those

algorithms that make sense of data, extract non obvious

patterns, and predict future trends and behaviors. The Infras-

tructure Abstraction is the technology responsible to provide a

scalable, fault-tolerant, and safe environment for data analytics

algorithms. In this context, we propose a Privacy-Aware Infor-

mation Discovery Model as a platform-independent model to

address the problem of privacy of personal data in a scenario

of big data information discovery focusing in the programming

and infrastructure abstractions. Our model address privacy in

the level of Programming Abstraction by supporting the data

analyst through the process of building an analytic process

in order to be able to intermediate the execution of analytic

processes and verify privacy according to the individual’s

policy. For this matter, it is necessary to cover what are

the types of data analytics algorithms and understand how

these algorithms can be concatenated. Furthermore, for the

Infrastructure Abstraction our model propose an infrastructure

that provide parallelized, scalable, fault-tolerance and safe

using the cloud. In this level of infrastructure, privacy is
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implemented by intervening deployment plans and resource

allocation in a way that SLAs for privacy and regulation

are accounted. Different components in our model can be

deployed according to the individual’s privacy policy and SLA.

In the next subsections, different aspects of our models are

discussed.

A. Programming Abstraction

The Programming Abstraction is part of the technology

intended to provide an accessible, small and composable in-

terface to reuse techniques of KDD, data mining, text mining,

statistical and quantitative analysis, explanatory and predictive

models, and advanced and interactive visualization to drive

decisions and actions, as described in Big Data Analytics[16].

Several works have studies the common characteristics of ana-

Fig. 1. Data Analytic Workflow Overview

lytics algorithms and the Data Analytic Workflow (DAW)[17],

[18], [19], [20], [21], [1], [22], [23], [16], [24]. The definition

of a high-level class of data analytics algorithms on top of big

data allows algorithms reuse, modularization and possibility to

express different kinds of relationships among classes. As an

example, the work described in [24] proposes mega-modules

as super classes of analytics algorithms capable of compose

any DAW using these modules. Figure 1 depicts the DAW

overview for a single step of data analysis and what is expected

in each step. This strategy for encapsulating the analytic steps

in modules containing preparation, analytics and result phases

has been successfully implemented in several projects, such as

GeoDeepDive[22], M-Atlas [25], and Apache Flink (former

Stratosphere[18]).

Although some of these projects has partially covered pri-

vacy concerns, privacy enforcement is not formerly considered

into their DAW. As an example, M-Atlas, which works with

spatiotemporal data, provides a high-level query language

called DMQL [26] that can be used to express DAW’s.

Nonetheless, DMQL lacks expressiveness to incorporate other

privacy preserving techniques than k-anonymization[27]. Be-

sides that, the privacy preserving techniques is only used when

expressed by the data analyst. Another issue concerning the

privacy in the process of data analysis is interpreting its result.

Sometime the results are not intelligible or not conclusive. In a

traditional Data Analytic scenario, the data analyst concludes

if the result is meaningful or if it needs to be re-executed,

discarded, validated or adjusted. The output of data analytics

algorithms are mainly data, data models and patterns[20]. Data

and patterns are mostly result of data mining techniques, while

data models can be output from machine learning, statistical

model algorithms, simulation and forecast. For the matter of

understandability of the results, visualization and presentation

can be necessary as well.

Fig. 2. Privacy Enforcement in Data Analytic Workflow

In PAID-M, we propose enforce privacy in the DAW by

incorporating privacy preserving techniques according to the

personal privacy policy, as seen in Figure 2.

Among the myriad of existing techniques to be applied

to the data during the preparation and post-analysis steps,

data characteristics and data types are properly accounted by

the data scientist during the Data Analytic Process (DAP1)

definition. It is no different when considering the privacy

preserving techniques. According to [28], privacy-preserving

data mining and algorithms can be classified in randomiza-

tion methods, group-based anonymization, distributed privacy-

preserving data mining, privacy-preservation of application

results. Some examples of such techniques are as follows:

• Randomization method by adding noise in order to mask

attribute values;

• k-anonymity and l-diversity methods reduce the possibil-

ity of indirect identification of individual who produced

by generalizing (reducing granularity of the data repre-

sentation) and suppression;

• Horizontal and vertical partitioning of data sets cross mul-

tiple sites in the data mining process, sharing partitions

in a way that minimize the possibility of an individual

entity;

• Downgrading of application effectiveness, such as rule

mining hiding, classifier downgrade, and query auditing

to minimize privacy violation by reducing algorithm

effectiveness.

Both data analytics algorithms and privacy preserving tech-

niques have a semantic in the DAP that must be observed.

That means these techniques are context-sensitive and its

application varies according to the data (and its characteristics)

1Data Analytic Process is an instance of data analysis following the Data
Analytic Workflow
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to be processed and to the result analysis. For the PAID-M,

this semantic and meta-data (of techniques and data), must

be mapped in order to provide adequate techniques during the

process of composition of the DAP. Furthermore, this semantic

annotation and meta-data can trigger the automatic privacy

enforcement by using semantic web technology for reasoning

which privacy preserving techniques could be used according

to each step of the DAP.

Concerning the privacy policy, the solution proposed in

our model is composed by two parts which are implemented

in different abstractions of the process. In the Programming

Abstraction, the Privacy Policy for Data Analytic (PPDA), as

depicted in Figure 2, describes the individual’s intention for

data use, indicating in terms of what aspects of her life should

be considered private. In the execution of a DAP, for each

step, semantic annotation of data analytics algorithm will guide

the system to apply privacy preserving techniques according

to PPDA. By doing so, the strategy of PAID-M for privacy

preservation goes beyond the all-or-nothing paradigm of policy

data access control, taking advantage of privacy preserving

techniques to prepare data and to verify the result of data

analytics algorithms.

B. Infrastructure Abstration

The Infrastructure Abstraction is the technology that pro-

vides the solution for the big data challenges using cloud

computing. Cloud computing provide many features such as

parallelization and distributed computing that are extremely

important to overcome big data barriers. Although, while some

of the concepts behind cloud computing are not new, from the

point of view of scalability, virtualization technology aggregate

the most convenient on-demand capacity for data analytic

processes. The elasticity property of the cloud allows a very

fast increment or decrease of resources, being transparent for

the Virtual Machines (VMs). This is done by the virtualization

technology (hypervisor) that intermediates physical machines

and operating systems (OS), as shown in Figure 3, in order to

manage and allocate resources.

Fig. 3. Example of cloud virtualization

In this context, infrastructure are offered as a service (IaaS2),

where cloud providers can provide a physical infrastructure

(mainframe, servers, network, storage). In order to make this

physical infrastructure available, cloud providers must use a

2Infrastructure as a Service

IaaS cloud platform to manage the physical resources, such as

OpenStack3 or Amazon Web Service4.

In a market that starts to become more heterogeneous, with

the advantage of private clouds and the increase of cloud

vendors, choosing which IaaS to contract is not an easy task.

SLA4Cloud[14] is a project that aims to dynamically pro-

vide optimal and composition placement of virtual machines

delivering better network capabilities and performance trades

according to the specified SLA. The Multisite Orchestration

System (MOSt) intermediate the process of deployment serv-

ing as a hub for several IaaS cloud providers. However, some

SLA requirements are still difficult to achieve, due in part to

the lack of mechanisms and tools to ascertain if the cloud

vendor maintains compliance with the contracted SLA, in

part because there are still different SLA requirements that

is not easily implemented and monitored due its multidis-

ciplinary characteristics. Privacy can be considered as such

a challenge [11], [12] that involves policy, regulation and

technology[1]. Its implementation is not trivial, in view of

the nowadays constant changing in regulation in the world.

This question issues the cloud computing directly, because the

cloud elasticity is directly affected and restricted by regulation

of personal privacy in some countries that restricts cross-

border data flow, for instance. In our model, we propose to

cover privacy regulations in the Infrastructure Abstraction by

extending MOSt[14] with the capability to identify which

IaaS cloud vendors are not eligible due privacy regulation

restrictions. The PPDP will contain SLA that will specify

privacy requirements, such as jurisdiction restrictions and other

constraints related to Privacy Regulation. Figure 4 present the

interaction between the system and the cloud.

Fig. 4. Example of privacy enforcement in the cloud

3http://www.openstack.org/
4http://aws.amazon.com/
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III. GLOBAL ARCHITECTURE

The system to be implemented using the PAID-M will

be based in open-source technology and the infrastructure

of cloud federation currently maintained by universities in

Brazil, France and Uruguay. The Infrastructure Abstraction

implementation of this work intend to use the infrastructure

set up for the SLA4Cloud project, using the IaaS provided by

the universities cited above and noted in Figure 4.

Fig. 5. Architecture Overview

For the Programming Abstraction implementation, the four

main components, presented in Figure 5, are the followings:

• The ORchestrator (OR) component is the responsible for

starting and stopping the other three components. It is the

first to be deployed and also controls the queue for data

analysis. The Orchestrator is intended to be implemented

using Wildfly5 and jBPM6 technology;

• The Application Server will be responsible for interacting

with administrator, data producers and data analysts.

Interfaces to upload data, submitting DAP and visual-

izing results is expected to be implemented in AP using

WildFly;

• The Personal Data Vault (PDV) will be in charge of

storage of personal data. For each data producer, one

account will be created in order to protect and isolate

private data. Two type of storage will be available to

support different type of data, a Triple Store and a

Relational Database Management System (RDBMS);

• The Data Analytic Engine (DAE) is responsible for

processing the DAPs. In order to do that, the Distributed

FileSystem HDFS7 should be implemented to provide

cache and support for the Apache Flink.

There are several open-source projects for large data sets

processing, such as Apache Spark, Apache Storm, Apache

Flink, Apache Tez, and the traditional Apache Hadoop-

MapReduce 8 and all variation based on market’s implemen-

tation and requirements. Apache Hadoop 2 and its YARN

(Yet Another Resource Negotiator - Resource Manager) pre-

dominates in the large data set processing engines currently

available. For a matter of succinctness and objectiveness, the

parameters used to compare the available engines are not going

5http://wildfly.org/
6http://www.jbpm.org/
7http://hadoop.apache.org/hdfs/
8https://hadoop.apache.org/

to be presented. Although, it is important to highlight what

makes Apache Flink9 the best candidate for the DAE.

Formerly known as Stratosphere, Apache Flink is a project

sponsored by public and private sectors in Europe Union to

empower data scientists to conduct complex data analysis

while providing parallelization, query optimization, broad in-

frastructure and source connectivity, flexible composition of

analytics process, automatic optimization in different stages

of the process, high performance run-time, rich programming

languages to interact along the stages of the analytics process

[29]. Besides that, Apache Flink is a data analytic platform

that enables the extraction, analysis, and integration of het-

erogeneous data sets, being capable of performing informa-

tion extraction and integration, traditional data warehousing

analysis, model training (and machine learning), and graph

analysis using a programming model based on second order

functions[18]. The platform can run standalone, natively in

computer clusters, or Hadoop clusters via YARN(see Figure

6).

Fig. 6. The Flink Stack

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The model presented in this work aims to provide a system-

atic that will support data consumer to control privacy in the

era of big data. Two challenges related to privacy are faced

by the Data Analytic in large data sets. The first related to the

extraction of private information from data using data analytics

algorithms (not clear to the individual who produced). The

second related to the cloud computing elasticity, that poses a

problem of privacy jurisdiction and regulations. In the next

phase, we aspire to implement the PAID-M and run case

studies using spatiotemporal data sets, evaluating if individual’

s privacy policy were satisfied.
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